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Abstract—Shift-share analysis is used to describe recre-

ation growth in the Regions of the Forest Service, U.S. De-

partment of Agriculture, between 1970 and 1989. Growth
is partitioned into three components: national trend, rec-

reation mix, and regional competition. National trend ac-

counted for nearly all recreation growth in slow-growing

regions. Shifts in regional competitive position accounted

for much more recreation growth than did recreation mix.

Substantial recreation use shifted from the Northern

States to the Sunbelt States.
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Rural America is increasingly looking to outdoor

recreation and tourism to counter economic down-

turns suffered during the 1980's. In fact, many ru-

ral development efforts of the Forest Service, U.S.

Department of Agriculture, center on recreation-

based activities (USDA FS 1990). The Forest Ser-

vice national research program on enhancing rural

America (USDA FS 1991) cites recreation-based ac-

tivities as a means ofbroadening economic opportu-

nities and diversity.

Communities and regions must thoughtfully as-

sess recreation-based rural development opportiini-

ties. All forms of recreation cannot be the key to

economic growth for all places in rural America.

Some locations have advantages over others. Some
forms of recreation are on the upswing, while others

are stagnant or in decline. Planners in rural com-

munities need tools to help them identify promising

opportunities for recreation-based economic growth.

Ervin Schuster is research forester, Intermountain Research
Station, located at the Forestry Sciences Laboratory, Missoula, MT.

Shift-share analysis is one such tool. Normally -

used to describe patterns of regional industrial

growth, shift-share analysis owes its appeal to sim-

plicity and its ability to help unravel complex pat-

terns of change in time-series data. As the name
suggests, shift-share analysis describes regional

growth in terms of regions shifting their share of in-

dustrial activities. Regions can be as large as the

Great Plains or as small as a couple of counties, or

a community. Industrial sectors vary in specificity,

but typically represent well-known activities, such

as manufacturing lumber and wood products. Growth

(positive or negative) is often measured as change in

employment, income, or value-added.

This paper applies shift-share analysis to regional

recreation growth occurring on National Forests

during the decades of the 1970's and 1980's. This

application requires no modification to the concept

of region. The industrial sectors are reinterpreted

as types of recreation, such as hunting. Change in

recreation use becomes the measure of growth.

BACKGROUND
According to Hoover (1971), shift-share analysis

originated in 1942, but did not receive much atten-

tion until Perloff and others (1960) published their

major work, "Regions, Resources, and Economic

Growth." Since then, a number of articles have

been published in the regional science literature

(see Andrikopoulous 1980; Arcelus 1984; Barflf

and Knight 1988; Haynes and Machunda 1987).

Although shift-share analysis has been applied to

a wdde variety of situations, including world growth

patterns (Sihag and McDonough 1989) and crime

rates (Blair and Marby 1980), its application to a

natural resource setting has been limited. Kaiser

and Dutrow (1971) and Dutrow (1972) applied shift-

share to the timber industry. Brown (1980, 1981,

1982) used it to assess changes in tourism.
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In describing shift-share analysis, Richardson

(1969, 1978) identified a basic premise: growth (or

performance) of an individual region can only be

assessed in the context of a larger geographical ref-

erence, commonly the Nation. In the context of rec-

reation, shift-share partitions a region's total recre-

ation growth into a "national trend" component, a

"recreation mix" component, and a "regional com-

petition" component. A region's shift-share model

sums each growth component over all i sectors:

TC' = Z NTf + ZRMf + ERCf
i i i

where

TC'^ is total growth in region r over a time

period

NTf is the national trend component of growth

in sector i in region r

RMf is the recreation mix component

RCf is the regional competition component of

growth.

The national trend component of regional growth

(also called the base growth effect) portrays how a

region's recreation use would have grown if it had
grown at the same rate as the Nation. The recre-

ation mix component (also called the proportional

shift or compositional effect) measures the influence

of the mix of recreation activities on regional growth.

If the recreation mix component is positive, the

region's mix of recreation sectors has above-average

levels of growth. The regional competition compo-

nent (also called the differential shift or the relative

share effect) reflects competitive position, measuring
the degree to which a region's recreation sectors

grew faster or slower than their national counter-

parts. If this component is positive, sectors in the

region are performing at a higher level than those

in the Nation.

METHODS
This study developed recreation equivalents for

the standard components of shift-share analysis: re-

gions, activities, and a measure of growth. Recre-

ation use data were obtained for each of the Forest

Service's nine Regions and for each of the nine recre-

ation categories. Forest Service personnel provided

the data from the Recreation Information Manage-
ment (RIM) system for the years 1970 and 1989.

Implemented in 1965, RIM is the only source of in-

formation breaking down Forest Service recreation

by year, by region, and by recreation category.

Figure 1 shows the nine geographical regions used

in this study. Although each region corresponds to

an administrative region used by the Forest Service,

ALASKA

PUERTO RICO
Figure 1—Forest Service administrative regions.
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Table 1—Regional (G/) and national (G") growth rates, 1970-89

Recreation Region (r)^

category (/) 1 2345689 10

Percent

Camping 6.7 29.3 89.1 60.0 -0.2 25.3 35.4 7.4 12.1 24.3

Mechanized Travel 28.4 93.8 199.7 46.5 89.1 42.0 56.2 -8.9 368.9 67.9

Nonmechanized Travel 189.1 172.8 204.9 131.3 101.3 62.0 185.4 102.5 213.8 126.7

Fishing -5.5 19.7 55.5 -14.9 -7.5 -37.3 46.3 12.7 118.8 3.1

Resorts -38.0 2.9 -4.2 0 -9.5 -11.8 -25.6 20.0 65.8 -7.9

Winter Sports 176.8 297.1 240.7 117.7 167.8 76.2 178.1 97.8 220.5 165.4

Hunting 6.5 54.1 51.6 13.3 -15.0 -6.3 24.2 .4 -20.1 12.1

Nature Study 260.8 55.6 118.4 30.2 6.6 300.8 197.6 411.0 90.4

Other Activities 267.5 214.2 293.4 162.7 204.7 368.5 186.0 137.2 227.9 233.5

'The Forest Service has no Region 7.

shift-share analysis could also use individual States,

National Forests, or Ranger Districts as regions.

Instead of focusing on industrial sectors, this

study used categories of recreation activities, as de-

fined by the RIM system. Because data specificity

varied over time, a set of nine categories were

adopted:

—Camping (including Picnicking and Swimming)
—Mechanized Travel (including Viewing)

—Nonmechanized Travel

—Fishing

—Resorts (including Cabins and Camps)
—Winter Sports

—Hunting
—Nature Study

—Other Activities

The Other Activities category includes visitor inter-

pretive services such as viewing exhibits, gathering

forest products such as Christmas trees, and sports

and games.

Growth was measured by change in the level of re-

ported recreation use, measured in Recreation Visi-

tor Days (RVD's). Adopted by the Forest Service in

1965, an RVD is recreation use on National Forest

land or water aggregating to 12 visitor-hours, indi-

vidual or group, continuous or intermittent. Growth
was measured over the 20-year time period, 1970
through 1989.

Shift-share components of recreation growth were
calculated for each recreation category i and geo-

graphical region r as follows:

NTf = Uf(GV
RM[ = UfiGl" - G")

RCf =U[{G[-G^)

where U refers to recreation use at the beginning of

the period and G refers to growi^h rates in region r or

the Nation n. G" was 46.3 percent and values for G "

and Gi are shown in table 1.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows that recreational use of National

Forests rose by about 80 million RVD's from 1970

to 1989, a 46 percent overall increase, averaging 2.3

percent annually. Use rose to two peaks, one in the

early 1980's and the other in the late 1980's. Table 2

REC. USE
(MILLION RVD)

2.4

2.1

1.8

• • • •

• • •

1970 1975 1980

YEAR

1985 1989

Figure 2—National recreation use levels,

1970-89.

Table 2—Regional recreation levels measured in recreation

visitor days (RVD's) and rankings, 1970 and 1989

1970 1989

Region RVD's Ranl< RVD's Ranl<

Thousands Thousands

1 10,150 8 13,283 8

2 16,159 6 29,525 3

3 1 1 ,940 7 26,463 6

4 18,736 5 27,720 5

5 46,770 1 62,992 1

6 28,012 2 36,377 2

8 18,917 4 28,359 4

9 20,332 3 23,140 7

10 1,538 9 4,636 9

Nation 1 72,554 252,495
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shows that recreation use in all regions increased

during this time period, but there was a shift of rec-

reation from the North and Northeast (especially

Region 9) to the South and Southwest (especially

Regions 2 and 3). Shift-share analysis helps assess

these regional trends.

During the decades of the 1970's and 1980's, na-

tional recreation use levels grew for most categories

of recreation. Winter Sports and Other Activities had

the largest increases (about 126 percent and 233 per-

cent, respectively), while Resorts and Fishing had the

lowest changes (about -8 percent and 3 percent, re-

spectively). These differential growth rates are

important to describing regional recreation growth.

Table 3 shows the results of a shift-share analysis

of recreation use between 1970 and 1989. Several

points should be noted. First, although recreation

in Region 5 grew by the largest amount (16.2 million

RVD's), Region 10 experienced the largest percent-

age change (201.3 percent). The table's next three

columns partition the total growth according to the

effect of national trend, recreation mix, and regional

competition.

The national trend component shows the amount
of change in recreation use levels each region would

have experienced, if each had grown at the national

rate. For example, if the 1970 level of recreation in

Region 1 had grown at the national average, it would

have increased by 4.7 milhon RVD's by 1989. For

regions that grew slower than the national average,

the national trend component of recreation growth

exceeds the total change in recreation use, as in the

case of Region 1.

Some types of recreation grew faster than others.

Regions that concentrate on "fast-growing" recre-

ation tend to experience faster growth than regions

concentrating on "slow-growing" recreation. The
recreation mix column of table 3 shows that the mix
of recreation activities emphasized by Region 5 con-

tributed to a loss of 2.1 million RVD's of recreation

use. During the 1970-89 period. Region 5 lost about

4.5 percent (2.1 milhon RVD's) from its 1970 level

of recreation (46.8 million RVD's) because it empha-
sized slow-growing types of recreation activities.

Similarly, about 27.0 percent (0.8 milhon RVD's) of

the recreation growth in Region 9 resulted from its

specialization in fast-growing recreation. Regions

with a positive recreation mix have, on balance, a

degree of specialization in fast-growing recreation

that is favorable to rapid recreation growth.

Table 4 elaborates on the sources of recreation mix
change. It shows that Region 5's recreation mix loss

was largely due to specialization in the Camping
and Resorts categories, both slow-growing forms of

recreation. Region 5 did not have enough growth

in fast-growing recreation to offset the pace set by
slow-growing recreation. Region 6 also had substan-

tial slow-growing recreation, such as Resorts. But in

Region 6, fast-growing recreation, especially Winter
Sports, greatly outweighed the slow-growing

recreation.

A region's competitive recreation position is re-

vealed by the regional competition column of table 3.

Negative levels indicate that Regions 1, 4, 5, 6, and
9 lost competitive position between 1970 and 1989.

Table 3—Shift-share analysis of regional recreation growth, 1970-89

Total change National Recreation Regional

Region Percent RVD's trend mix competition

Million RVD's

1 30.9 3.1 4.7 0 -1.6

2 82.7 13.4 7.5 1.3 4.5

3 121.6 14.5 5.5 .1 8.9

4 47.9 9.0 8.7 .5 -.2

5 34.7 16.2 21.7 -2.1 -3.4

6 30.0 8.4 13.0 .4 -5.0

8 9.4 9.4 8.8 -1.1 1.8

9 13.8 2.8 9.4 .8 -7.4

10 201.3 3.1 .7 .1 2.3

Nation 46.3 79.9
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Table 4—Recreation mix component of recreation growth, 1970-89

Recreation Region
cateoorv 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 Q 10

Million RVD's

Camping -0.6 -1.1 -1.0 -1.3 -3.9 -2.1 -1.4 -1.3 -0.1

Mechanized Travel .7 1.1 .7 1.0 2.7 1.5 1.0 1.5 .1

Nonmechanized Travel .4 .6 .6 1.0 1.6 1.5 .8 .9 .1

Fishing -A -.6 -.3 -1.0 -1 .3 -1.1 -.8 -.9 -.1

Resorts -.4 -.6 -.6 -.8 -4.0 -1 .5 -.4 -.4 0

Winter Sports .3 1.7 .3 1.1 1.9 1.6 0 1.0 .1

Hunting -.5 -.3 -.3 -.5 -.6 -.7 -1.2 -.7 -.1

Nature Study 0 0 0 .1 .1 .1 0 0 0

Other Activities .5 .5 .7 .9 1.4 1.1 .8 .7 .1

Total 0 1.3 .1 .4 -2.1 .4 -1.2 .8 .1

Regions 2, 3, 8, and 10 gained. Regions gaining com-

petitive position, gained more market share than

they lost, even if the market share gained w^as in a

slow-growing form of recreation. For example, a re-

gion could concentrate on slow-growing recreation

(and have a negative recreation mix component),

but have such an advantage in that type of recreation

that it out-competes other regions (and has a positive

regional competition component). Regions losing com-

petitive position are those with recreation sectors

growing slower than their national counterparts.

Table 5 provides a more detailed breakdown of

the changes in competitive position. Most regions

gained competitive position in some types of recre-

ation and lost position in others. But Region 3 in-

creased its competitive position in all categories of

recreation, including Resorts, previously shown to

be a slow-growing form of recreation. The "total"

row of table 5 corresponds to the regional competition

column of table 3.

The rows in table 5 reveal geographical shifts in

competitive position for specific recreation activities.

For example, the Camping recreation category is

shifting away from Regions 1, 5, 6, 9, and 10, with

the biggest shifts coming out of Region 5. This activ-

ity is concentrating in Regions 2, 3, 4, and 8, with

Region 3 being the big gainer in competitive posi-

tion. Similarly, Region 2 is the big gainer in winter

sports and Region 6 the big loser. The advantage

of evaluating geographical shifts in this way is that

the regional competition measure is separated from

the confusing influences of national trends and rec-

reation mix.

DISCUSSION

This paper aims to demonstrate the feasibility and
usefulness of shift-share analysis applied to recre-

ation use. The analysis distinguishes between the

roles of national trends, recreation mix, and regional

Table 5—Regional competition component of recreation growth, 1970-89

Recreation Region

category 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10

Million RVD's

Camping -0.5 0.3 2.9 1.8 -4.3 0.1 0.7 -1.0 0

Mechanized Travel -1.2 1.3 4.2 -1. 2.7 -1.8 -.6 -5.4 1.9

Nonmechanized Travel .3 .4 .6 .1 -.5 -1.2 .6 -.3 .1

Fishing -.1 .2 .4 -.4 -.3 -1.1 .8 .2 .2

Resorts -.2 .1 0 .1 -.1 -.1 -.1 .2 .1

Winter Sports 0 1.9 .2 -.4 0 -1.2 0 -.6 0

Hunting -.1 .4 .4 0 -.5 -.3 .4 -.3 0

Nature Study .1 0 0 0 -.2 -.2 .2 .1 0

Other Activities .1 -.1 .2 -.3 -.2 .8 -.2 -.3 0

Total -1.6 4.5 8.9 -.2 -3.4 -5.0 1.8 -7.4 2.3
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competition. But as with other regional science

techniques relying on data aggregations (such as rec-

reation categories), analysis results vary somewhat
depending on the level of aggregation. Generally,

finer levels of disaggregation tend to increase the

amount ofgrowth attributed to recreation mix and de-

crease that attributed to regional competition.

Nationally, recreation use increased by 46.3 percent

between 1970 and 1989. Shift-share analysis revealed

that this change was made up of numerous smaller

changes involving regions and recreation categories.

National trends often overwhelmed the other changes.

Accordingly, national trends can be subtracted from

total change yielding a "net" change, due entirely to

the interaction of forces within and between regions.

In this study, regional competition accounted for the

bulk of these net changes.

Perhaps the biggest criticism of shift-share analy-

sis is its inability to "explain" growth in some theo-

retical sense (see Houston 1967). Shift-share is not

a behavioral model. Hence, shift-share analysis

does not explain why recreation growth occurred in

certain ways. Perhaps population shifts are respon-

sible; perhaps changing tastes or land-use practices.

But Ashby (1968) maintains that shift-share

doesn't claim behavioral underpinnings, only the

ability to unravel complex growth patterns. Shift-

share analysis reduces complicated sets of recreation

use data to components of change that are more eas-

ily understood and interpreted. Although it does

not explain regional recreation growth, shift-share

analysis organizes information in a way that allows

trends to be more readily discerned. Shift-share

analysis helps bring order out of disorder, a note-

worthy accomplishment.
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